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1 Summary
Core local instability was experienced at Forsmark 1 (F1) BWR during the
reactor operation in cycle 16 (1996-1997). The event has been studied by
applying noise analysis to data collected in January 1997 for the stability test.
The result indicated that there was a region in the left corner of the core which
was subjected to instability due to neutronic and thermal-hydraulic coupling.
The result of the noise analysis suggested two types of disturbance source; one
in the vicinity of the detector string LPRM10 having resonant oscillation at
~0.5Hz and another relatively wide band noise in the neighborhood of LPRM18.

Three hypothesis have been examined as the possible cause; operational
factor, abnormal fuel assembly and wide band low frequency disturbance.
• As regarding the operational factor, it has been found that the reactor power

profile has a tendency to have lower stability margin in the four quadrant
corners in the core and the disturbance source position identified by the
noise analysis agrees with one of them. However, the reason for why the
instability occurred only in one specific region has not been made clear.

• Concerning abnormal fuel assembly, through visual inspection of fuel
assemblies during the annual shutdown in 1997, one assembly at the
marginal area of the region with instability was found to have not fully
inserted into the position in the core support plate. It was suspected to have
had coolant flow leakage to the bypass region from a very small gap
(~10mm) at the channel inlet. However, the disturbance source obtained by
the noise analysis did not agree exactly to this fuel assembly position. There
also remains a question of accuracy of the measured gap size as well as the
amount of water leakage.

• Concerning the wide band low frequency noise, it was found to be in the
surrounding of LPRM18. One possibility is the control rod movements in the
neighboring position. As a possible scenario, the random control rod
movement is considered to have triggered the instability. Namely it gave
power excitation in the surrounding fuel bundles. Then together with the low
stability margin in the region, the fuel assembly with the least stability reacted
first to start resonant power oscillation. Thereafter it developed into
instability with sustained power and coolant flow oscillations, thus, in
appearance, acting the disturbance source to the surrounding fuel
assemblies.

Although the real cause has not been made clear from the noise analysis, it is
likely that the operational factor played an important role as the cause. Further
investigations are expected to be performed in the future.

In order to detect the local instability it is important to have a stability monitor
with a capability of monitoring sufficient number of LPRMs so as to cover the
whole core. This is important since local instability is a type of anomaly which
should not occur during reactor operation.



2 Introduction
In modern BWRs core instability due to neutronic and thermal-hydraulic
coupling tends to occur under high power and low core flow condition. There
have been many reports on instability events occurred during normal operation
as well as stability test [1].

There are three types of instability which may take place in a BWR; global,
regional out-of-phase and local instabilities. The global instability is the most
common, being observed as the power oscillations in the whole core. Most of
the instability events reported in the past are of this type. A few events have
been reported in conjunction with the regional instability [1].

Concerning the local instability, there are very few reports from commercial
BWRs. This is partly because the local instability may not be seen by APRM
unless it develops sufficiently so that it influences on the whole core. Another
reason could be so that in most of BWRs it is not a standard practice to check
core local stability by measuring sufficient number of LPRM signals and thus
possibly having missed it even if it existed. It is still very few BWRs which are
equipped with a stability monitor for continuous monitoring of stability state
during the reactor operation. Accordingly the chance could be rather low to
detect such a local instability unless it develops into global instability.

However, it should be emphasized that the local instability is a type of core
anomaly which should not occur regardless of the degree of its seriousness.
Different from global instability it is not assumed to happen under any reactor
operational condition. No prediction code can meet the calculation of local
stability margin with reasonable accuracy. The important is that such a local
instability may take place depending not only on the reactor operational state
but also on actual anomaly in the core, e.g. reduced channel inlet flow,
additional local reactivity disturbance, incorrect fuel assembly loading, etc.
Therefore it is vital to detect it as early as possible so as to take an appropriate
corrective measure to it. The on-line stability monitor with sufficient number of
LPRM signals is one effective solution to detect it.

The present report is concerned with the noise analysis of local instability which
occurred at F1 during cycle 16 in 1996 to 1997. The purpose is to evaluate
characteristics of power and coolant flow oscillations, to identify the disturbance
source as well as to find out the cause of local instability.



3 Core local instability at Forsmark 1
Forsmark 1 (F1) is a BWR constructed by ABB-Atom and has been in operation
since 1980. The reactor has been operated at the full power of 2928 MW(th)
and the maximum core flow of 10400 kg/s. The core contains 676 fuel
assemblies.

A unique feature of this reactor is that it is equipped with internal recirculation
pumps and in-core instrumentation to measure local coolant flow. The core
coolant flow is measured via instrumentation that monitors the inlet flow to eight
individual core coolant channels. Figure 3.1 shows the core cross section
together with location of in-core instrumentation, i.e. LPRM strings (LPRM 1-36)
and flow-monitored coolant channels (CF 01-04, CF 11-14). Each in-core
neutron sensor string has four LPRM detectors arranged along axial direction
numbered 1 to 4 from top to bottom.
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Fig. 3.1 Core cross section of Forsmark 1 showing in-core instrumentation
with LPRMs1~36 and local coolant flow sensors CF1-4 and
CF11-14, respectively.



During start-up operation after annual shut-down in 1996, unstable power
oscillations were observed at F1 in the operational region near the left-upper
corner of the power-flow map. In order to evaluate the stability, noise signals
were recorded at three operational points lying in the same operational region.
The result of the study indicated that the reactor is near instability at the point B
with the decay ratio (DR) over 0.9 but quite stable at the points C and D with
DR less than 0.4 (see Fig. 3.2). At the same time it was observed that the
power oscillations were much larger in the left half of the core as if there is a
local driving force in that region .
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Fig. 3.2 Power-flow map of Forsmark 1 showing three operational points
where noise measurements were carried out. The reactor
became nearly unstable at point B while it was stable at C and D.

It is a standard practice at F1 to make the prediction of core stability using
RAMONA code before the new cycle operation. The predicted maximum DR
for cycle 16 was -0.7 and hence the observed high DR over 0.9 was quite
unexpected. Based on the result of stability test the excluding region in the
power-flow map was expanded to avoid instability.

In order to check if the instability still remains, another stability test was
conducted in the middle of cycle 16 (January 1997). A comprehensive stability
test was carried by measuring sufficient number of LPRM signals at the axial
level 4 (bottom detector). As the result the instability was reconfirmed in the



same operational region. In addition it became clear that this is a type of core
local instability which originates from the left quadrant of the core and spread to
other regions.

Both theoretical study and noise analysis were carried out to deepen the
understanding of the event. One hypothesis on the event was that there might
be a fuel assembly which was not fully inserted to the position on the core
support plate, inducing water leakage to the bypass region and thus having
resulted in thermal-hydraulics instability. Another was reduced throttling at the
inlet of channel box by one reason or another. Efforts have been made to
localize the disturbance source as well as to evaluate the sensitivity of one fuel
assembly with leakage to the core instability [2, 3].

During the annual shut-down a thorough visual inspection was conducted, by
checking the channel inlet, throttling, assembly height against the core
reference position and so forth, to find any defect or anomaly in fuel assemblies
in the region where the instability occurred. However, there was not specific
observations except that one fuel assembly in the near edge of the pointed out
region had a slight open gap against the core support plate [4]. The real cause
of the instability remains to be investigated further.

A unique feature of the event is that the instability was initiated by unstable
local power oscillations at a rim part of the core and spread to other part to such
an extent that even the APRM-DR became very high. It also should be
mentioned that the APRM-DR changed dramatically (from 0.4 to 0.95) when the
operational point was slightly shifted towards less stable side in the power-flow
map.

4 Related Events on Core Local Instability
A short survey was made on the local instability and related events. In what
follows are three examples in conjunction with reduced local core stability
margin in Scandinavian BWRs.

4.1 Forsmark 1
In January 1989 a systematic stability measurement was conducted in F1 at 11
different power-flow conditions as shown in Fig. 4.1. Given in Fig. 4.2 is the
result of DR calculation for the measurement No. 3. At this measurement point,
the DR for APRM was -0.7. Considerably distorted distribution in the DR
values is seen across the core. The DR value increases towards the right
comer of the core, indicating the reduced stability margin near LPRM 23
(DR-0.9).
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Fig. 4.1 Stability test at Forsmark 1 when local power oscillations were
observed at the measurement point 3.
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Fig. 4.2 Stability measurement carried out in January 1989 at Forsmark 1,
exhibiting reduced stability margin in the right corner of the core.



4.2 Ringhals 1
During start-up operation after the annual shut-down in 1989, Ringhals BWR
unit 1 (R1) encountered an instability at the power level of 77.5% and core flow
of 3989Kg/s. A partial scram was introduced by the operator when the power
oscillation amplitude was developed as large as -10% (p-p).

Figure 4.3 shows the DR value at different core positions obtained from noise
data which had been recorded about 3hrs before the partial scram. We can
see a clear indication that LPRM16 is nearly unstable with the DR value of
-0.95 while the DR in some other positions is still 0.8 - 0.85. A multivariable
noise analysis indicated that there is a local disturbance source in the
neighborhood of LPRM16. More details of the noise analysis are presented in
Ref. [5].
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Fig. 4.3 Stability measurement carried out at Ringhals 1, exhibiting nearly
unstable local power oscillations with the DR of 0.95 in the right
corner of the core.



4.3 TV01
A systematic flow level deviation was observed at TVO unit 1 (TVO1) during
start-up operation after the annual shut down in 1991, where one of the eight
local coolant flow sensors indicated unexpectedly high value. An abnormal
channel flow oscillation was observed in this specific flow channel. The DR of
-0.6 was obtained from APRM signal. A neighboring LPRM signal recorded in
the noise measurement indicated a sharp spectral resonance at the frequency
which coincides with that of local flow signal.

During the subsequent annual shut down in summer 1992, it was discovered
that the fuel assembly concerned had not been correctly loaded, so that some
of the flow which should have entered the coolant channel had instead leaked
to the core bypass[1]. This could have led to core local instability.

These three examples suggest that local power oscillations due to reduced
stability margin may occur under normal operation in a commercial BWR.

Except for 4.3 the cause of local power oscillation has not been clarified. As
discussed in Sec. 6, generally it is a difficult task to localize the disturbance
source and to identify the cause of local instability. More technical contributions
are expected to be made in order to achieve the effective method.
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5 Study of Core Local Instability Based on
Noise Analysis

The core local instability at F1 has been investigated through noise analysis of
data recorded in January 1997 when the stability test was carried out. The
purpose is to evaluate characteristics of power and coolant flow oscillations, to
identify the disturbance source as well as to find out the cause of local
instability.

Two noise measurements M1 and M2 were carried out in the same operational
region where the instability had been observed during start-up in July 1996.
The noise measurement condition and the reactor state are given in Table 5.1
and Fig. 5.1. In both measurements forty signals were simultaneously recorded
for about six minutes with the sampling frequency of 12.5Hz. The recorded
signals consist of one APRM, thirty LPRMs at different radial positions, eight
local channel flows and one total core flow, respectively.

Recorded signals of APRM, LPRMsiO, 13 and 16 for the measurement M1 are
plotted in Fig. 5.2 and those for M2 in Fig. 5.3, respectively. In M1 the signal
behavior is more or less random in nature except for LPRM10, where the
resonant oscillation is already seen. In M2 fully developed oscillation is
observed in LPRM10. APRM and LPRM13 also represent resonant
oscillations, whereas the signal behavior of LPRM16 is still near to random.

From the stability test it was confirmed that the instability still remained and its
characteristic of core local instability was almost the same as before. More
precisely, in M1 the reactor was stable with the DR of less than 0.4, while in M2
the reactor became nearly unstable with the DR of over 0.9. At the same time,
in the measurement M2 very high DR value was obtained for several LPRMs in
about one quarter of the core left side, suggesting local driving source for
power oscillation in that region. A closer examination of the data also indicated
that there was already some symptoms of local power oscillations during M1,
too.

In what follows are the result of noise analysis for these data. Concerning the
result obtained from the start-up in July 1996, refer [2].

Measurement
No.
M1
M2

Reactor Power
(RP)
64.4%
63.3%

Core Flow
(CF)
4416 Kg/s
4298Kg/s

Measurement
length
~6min
~6min

Sampling
frequency
12.5Hz
12.5Hz

Table 5.1 Noise measurement condition for stability test conducted in
January 31st 1997.
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Fig. 5.1 Reactor state on the power-flow map at Forsmark 1 when noise
measurements were carried out at M1 (RP=64.4%, CF=4416Kg/s)
and M2 (RP=63.3%, CF=4298Kg/s).
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Fig. 5.3 Time behavior of APRM. LPRMsiO, 13 and 16 for measurements
M2, exhibiting fully developed oscillations in LPRM10 and resonant
oscillations in APRM and LPRM 13 but still random nature in
LPRM 16.

5.1 Stability evaluation
The stability for F1 was evaluated in terms of DR and relative amplitude of each
neutron flux signal. Table 5.2 summarizes the result for the measurement M1,
and M2. Those LPRMs in M1 which have higher DR value than 0.7 are marked
with • . The mark is also given for LPRMs in M2 whose DR was higher than 0.9
and X is shown to those with DR less than 0.6.

In order to see the correlation of the DR value with LPRM positions the result is
also given on the core cross section in Fig. 5.4.
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Signal
Name
APRM
LPRM014
LPRM054
LPRM064
LPRM074
LPRM094
LPRM104
LPRM114
LPRM124
LPRM134
LPRM144
LPRM164
LPRM174
LPRM184
LPRM194
LPRM204
LPRM214
LPRM234
LPRM244
LPRM254
LPRM284
LPRM294
LPRM304
LPRM314
LPRM324
LPRM334
LPRM344
LPRM354

Signal
Name

APRM
LPRM014
LPRM054
LPRM064
LPRM074
LPRM094
LPRM104
LPRM114
LPRM124
LPRM134
LPRM144
LPRM164
LPRM174
LPRM184
LPRM194
LPRM204
LPRM214
LPRM234
LPRM244
LPRM254
LPRM284
LPRM294
LPRM304
LPRM314
LPRM324
LPRM334
LPRM344
LPRM354

Mean
(%)
66.0
43.3
36.7
22.5
32.6
26.3
34.1
33.3
29.4
37.2
27.2
50.9
46.7
31.2
27.8
30.8
27.3
41.5
34.7
27.0
25.8
33.5
29.4
28.0
31.6
35.2
42.9
46.6

Mean
(%)
65.1
46.0
38.4
24.0
35.2
27.7
35.8
37.2
31.6
39.3
28.8
53.4
47.8
33.7
32.2
32.3
29.3
43.3
38.2
28.8
27.7
37.2
30.8
31.9
34.2
38.0
44.2
48.1

Relative
amplitude
1.62
2.87
2.19
2.06
2.26
1.99
3.02
2.32
2.18
1.95
1.71
2.42
3.22
2.19
2.14
2.34
1.83
2.46
2.27
1.96
1.81
2.54
2.05
2.00
2.39
2.22
2.34
2.63

Relative
Amplitude

2.36
3.91
4.49
3.27
6.16
2.13
10.2
5.95
4.28
2.58
2.03
2.43
9.19
5.97
4.09
2.93
2.07
2.66
5.69
3.29
1.98
2.62
3.86
2.75
2.77
2.62
2.56
1.40

Peak
Freq (Hz)
0.476
0.464
0.513
0.513
0.525
0.489
0.525
0.525
0.513
0.464
0.452
0.476
0.525
0.513
0.488
0.476
0.488
0.269
0.525
0.513
0.476
0.452
0.501
0.488
0.476
0.476
0.452
0.501

Peak
Frq.(Hz)

0.520
0.525
0.521
0.521
0.522
0.506
0.522
0.522
0.521
0.521
0.517
0.516
0.522
0.522
0.522
0.519
0.518
0.504
0.522
0.521
0.513
0.504
0.522
0.521
0.518
0.508
0.506
0.515

Decay Remarks
Ratio (DR) <
0.332
0.189
0.513
0.472
0.642
0.267
0.805 <
0.761 <
0.477
0.130
0.200
0.167

» high DR > 0.7

»
»

0.730 •
0.562
0.284
0.210
0.415
0.005
0.511
0.291
0.193
0.167
0.348
0.467
0.187
0.215
0.123
0.283

Decay • high DR > 0.9
Ratio (DR) X low DR < 0.6

0.908 •
0.825
0.938 <
0.932 «
0.966 *
0.496 >
0.983 «
0.973 «
0.945 «
0.876
0.683
0.470 X
0.975 •
0.970 •
0.944 •
0.850
0.767
0.248 X
0.950 •
0.921 •
0.495 X
0.489 X
0.946 •
0.873
0.659
0.533 X
0.541 X
0.555 X

Table 5.2 Result of stability evaluation at Forsmark 1 for measurements M1
(upper) and M2 (lower) performed in the stability test in January
1997.
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Fig. 5.4 Result of stability evaluation for measurements M1 and M2 conducted
at Forsmark 1 in January 1997.
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From Table 5.2 the following should be noted:
for measurement M1
• The DR of APRM is 0.33. Hence the reactor is quite stable from the global

stability point of view.
• However, there are already three LPRMs, i.e. LPRM10, 11 and 17 exhibit

high DR above 0.7. Especially LPRM10 recorded the highest DR value of
0.81.

• The amplitude is also high in LPRMsiO and 17.

for measurement M2
• The DR of APRM is 0.91, indicating that the global stability margin is very

small.
• DR value across the core shows quite systematic pattern, having high DR

value in the left corner and decreasing tendency towards the right side.
• There are 12 LPRMs in the left half core which showed the DR value above

0.9, whereas those LPRMs lying in the circumference of right half core
exhibit the DR value less than 0.6.

• The relative amplitude is much higher in LPRMsiO and 17 than others.

From the present result, it is clear that the core characteristic is such that the
left corner of the core was less stable already in M1 and this region became
nearly unstable in M2 with the power oscillations propagating towards the right
side. It appears that the disturbance source is somewhere in the left corner of
the core. It is a common experience that the global DR from APRM is used to
take the maximum value under the normal condition. In the present case,
however, the local maximum DR is much larger than the global one. Another
thing to be mentioned is that the global stability has worsened dramatically with
a slight shift of the operational point from M1 to M2.

The result of stability test as well as the instability event in start-up July 1996
suggest that the power oscillation originated from the local instability in the left
corner of the core and spread towards right side.

5.2 Noise analysis for thermal-hydraulics oscillations
A core local instability can take place as a consequence of reduced stability
margin in the thermal-hydraulics and/or their coupling with neutron kinetics in
one or more of fuel assemblies at a local area in the core. The cause could be
a reduced single-phase flow pressure drop at the channel inlet, e.g. defect in
throttling, coolant leakage from the open gap due to miss-loading of the fuel
assembly to the core support plate position, etc. It might be attributed to an
unexpected deviation in the coolant mixing in plenum, thus leading to reduced
stability margin in some core radial positions. The reactor operation in terms of
fuel loading and control rod pattern may also affect the local stability.

14



Noise analysis has been performed to characterize local coolant flow
oscillations. Coherence function was evaluated for a pair of local coolant flow
and neighboring LPRM signals as well as for different combination of LPRM
signals.

Figures 5.5 shows the power spectra and coherence function for LPRM11 and
CF11, and that for LPRM06 and CF01 from measurement M2. High correlation
is clear between LPRM11 and CF11, while the correlation is almost negligible in
other pairs. This means that the coolant flow oscillations are induced at CF11
via strong neutronic and thermal-hydraulics coupling. There are some other
LPRMs in the surrounding area whose DR was almost unity. Hence it can be
presumed that there should have been at least several fuel bundles which were
subjected to coolant flow oscillations via neutronic and thermal-hydraulic
coupling.

Figure 5.6 shows the coherence between LPRM11 and other three LPRMs.
The coherence is nearly unity at about 0.5Hz. The result indicates that
neutronic coupling is quite strong over wide region in the core but the thermal-
hydraulics and neutronic coupling is bounded only to the left quadrant of the
core.

A similar analysis was carried out for M1. As shown in Fig. 5.7, a sharp
spectral peak is seen at about 0.5Hz in LPRM11 but not in CF11. On the other
hand the coherence function indicates a significant correlation between them.
Accordingly it is conjectured that the local power oscillations have already
started in the neighboring of LPRM11 and the dynamic interaction is going to
increase via the neutronic and thermal-hydraulic coupling. No meaningful
correlation was observed in other signal pairs.

The result of coherence analysis is summarized in Fig. 5.8, where the
coherence value at ~0.5Hz (the spectral peak position) is displayed for each
pair of signals. From the figure we can observe the following:
• The neutronic coupling is strong over wide core region,
• But the thermal-hydraulic oscillations take place only within the left corner of

the core region covered by the dashed line.
• It appears that it is not a single channel but one local area with more than

several channels that were accompanied by thermal-hydraulic oscillations.

The result of noise analysis suggests that the disturbance source should be in
the region pointed out in Fig. 5.8. More exact location may be sought by
applying a multivariable process identification technique. Among many tools for
the analysis of multivariable system, the method so called noise power
contribution (NPC) analysis and signal transmission path (STP) analysis may
yield effective information for identifying the disturbance source.

15
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hydraulic coupling in the left corner of the core surrounded by the
dashed curve drawn in the figure.
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5.3 Estimation of disturbance source

5.3.1 Phase evaluation
A simple method for identifying the noise source is to evaluate the phase shift
between two signals. If there is a time delay for the signal component to
propagate from one variable to another, then it is observed as the phase shift in
the specific frequency of concern. Larger the time delay more the phase shift is
in the phase curve. We are now interested in the disturbance source at about
0.5Hz. The source may be identified by finding the LPRM the phase of which
precedes all other LPRMs.

The result of phase evaluation at the resonance frequency is displayed in
Fig. 5.9 for measurements M1 (upper) and M2 (lower). In both cases LPRM10
was taken as the reference. The positive phase means that it precedes
LPRM10, while the negative phase means opposite. Rather systematic
tendency of increasing phase delay towards the right side of the core. From
the two figures we can roughly guess that LPRM 17 precedes all other LPRMs
but its difference with LPRM 10 is very small. This suggests that the
disturbance source lies in the vicinity of LPRM17 or between LPRMs17 and 10.

One remark on the phase analysis is that the phase may not yield a correct
result if there is any feedback effect between the two signals. It is so in the
present case, since the mutual dynamics interaction should be very strong
among the neutron flux signals for those near the left corner of the core.

5.3.2 Noise power contribution and signal transmission
path analyses

i) NPC function
Let us take n-variables {x,, x2, ... x j and evaluate the power spectrum Pn(f) for
xn. Here for simplicity we assume that there is no feedback among these
variables. Then the power spectrum can be expressed as

(5-1)

where Gni(f) denotes the transfer function from Xj to xn, Pj(f) the power spectrum
of Xj, Qn(f) the power spectrum for disturbance generated in xn. The notation |*|
is the absolute value and f the frequency point. Each term , |Gni(f)|

2Pi(f) in the
summation provide the power contribution from ^ to xn, i.e. power spectral
component in xn which is caused by xf. Namely, Eq. (5.1) simply means that
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{power spectrum of xn} = S (power influence of x() + (power generated in xn).

This leads to a method to identify the cause-effect relationship among variables
of concern. The NPC analysis can be used for quantitatively evaluating the
degree of influence from each variable to xn. The NPC function rni(f) from X; to
xn is defied as the ratio of power contribution from x; to xn and the power
spectrum of xn, i.e.

rw(/)=|Gn;(/)|2^(/)/PB(/) (5.2)

The NPC is a function of frequency. We are now interested in the NPC at the
resonant frequency of ~0.5Hz. Through comparison of NPC values to xn from
other variables one can identify which of {x1t x2 x^ } gives the strongest
influence on xn.

Concerning the transfer functions and power spectra of the variables, they can
be estimated with the aid of multivariable process identification.

The signal transmission path (STP) analysis is a method for identifying the
cause-effect relation through comparison of coherence and NPC functions. It is
theoretically known that if there is an explicit causal relation between the two
signals, then the NPC agrees with the coherence along with the causal
direction but to the opposite direction the NPC becomes zero.

A more general case with feedback effect may be found in literature [6,8].
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Fig. 5.9 Result of phase evaluation for LPRM signals; for measurement
M1 (upper) and M2 (lower). The mark ® indicates that LPRM 10
was taken as the reference.
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ii) Methodology for disturbance source identification
As observed in Sec 5.2 there is a strong neutron and thermal-hydraulic coupling
in the left side of the core. In Fig. 5.8 we can see that sensors LPRM11 and
CF11 lie in this region but not exactly in the center of disturbance source.

Let us assume that there is a unique disturbance source somewhere in the
region pointed out in Fig. 5.8. Then the perturbation at the source position
propagates to induces local coolant flow oscillation at CF11. Accordingly if we
compare the NPC to CF11 from LPRMs at different radial positions, it becomes
maximum for the LPRM which is nearest to the source.

Let us take three variables by including LPRM11, CF11 and another LPRM, say
LPRMxx, to evaluate the noise contribution to CF11. In this way we obtain two
NPCs; one from LPRM11 and another from LPRMxx, respectively to CF11.
Next, we compare the relative magnitude of two NPCs. For the sake of
convenience, we take the ratio of the two NPC functions and call it the noise
source index (NS-lndex).

NS-lndex = rCF<.xx/rCF<.11

By taking different core radial positions for LPRMxx, we can see how NS-index,
i.e. the ratio of the two NPC functions changes depending on the position of
LPRMxx. If LPRMxx lies outside the region with thermal-hydraulic oscillation,
then it is expected that the NPC from LPRMxx should be lower than that from
LPRM11. On the other hand if LPRMxx is nearer to the disturbance source
than LPRM11, then its contribution should become larger than that of LPRM11.
When LPRMxx lies nearest to the source, then the ratio of the two NPC should
become maximum. The idea of this analysis is figuratively explained in
Fig. 5.10.
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Fig. 5.10 Methodology for identifying the disturbance source based on the
NPC analysis. Comparing the NPC from LPRMxx to CF11 and
that from LPRM11 to CF11, the former should be lower than the
latter, if LPRMxx is located further from the disturbance source
than LPRM11. To the contrary it should become larger if LPRMxx
is closer to the source.

Result of disturbance source identification

Fig. 5.11 Result of noise source identification using noise source index (NS-
Index), suggesting that LPRM10 is the nearest to the disturbance
source.
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iii) Result
Figure 5.11 gives the result of source identification based on the NPC analysis.
It is clear that the NS-lndex becomes the maximum when taking LPRM10 as
LPRMxx. This suggests that the disturbance source lies in the neighborhood of
LPRM10. The second is the LPRM18 and third LPRM17, respectively. Since
the difference of the index value is very large between LPRM10 and the next
one, i.e. LPRM18, the source should be quite close to LPRM10.

iv) Neutron noise source identification
The NPC analysis was performed by including four LPRM signals, i.e.
LPRMsiO, 11, 17 and 18. These variables were selected because they
exhibited very high DR value. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the NPC functions
to each variable for the measurement M1 and M2, respectively.

From Fig. 5.12 we can observe the following:
• There is a wide band noise power contribution, up to ~1Hz, from LPRM18 to

LPRMs10and11.
• At the resonant frequency of ~0.5Hz, LPRM 10 acts as the disturbance

source to others.

These features are observed in Fig. 5.13, too. But the contribution of LPRM 10
is predominant at the resonant frequency of ~0.5Hz.

In either cases the contribution from LPRM10 is larger than others at ~0.5Hz,
suggesting that the noise source for the resonant oscillation should be in the
vicinity of LPRM 10. All results in the noise analysis indicate that the disturbance
source lies in the region covered by LPRM10, 11, 17 and 18, and more
precisely in the vicinity of LPRM10.

Concerning the wide band noise source in LPRM18 to other variables, it was
reconfirmed by the STP analysis. Figure 5.14 shows the result for LPRMs 10
and 18. It is clear that the causal relation is from LPRM 18 to LPRM 10 in low
frequencies where the coherence is high. This implies that there is wide band
disturbance source in the neighborhood of LPRM 18 and propagates to
LPRM10.
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Fig. 5.12 Noise contribution for LPRMsiO, 11, 17 and 18 obtained from
NPC analysis for M1, indicating that LPRM10 acts as the noise
source to others at ~0.5Hz. At the same time significant
contribution is seen from LPRM18 to LPRMsiO and Hover wide
frequency band up to ~1Hz.
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Fig. 5.13 Noise contribution for LPRMsiO, 11, 17 and 18 obtained from
NPC analysis for M2, indicating that LPRM10 acts as the noise
source to others.
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Fig. 5.14 The result of STP analysis for LPRMsiO and 18. The real line is
the contribution function and the dashed one the coherence
function, respectively. In the upper figure the two curves coincide
with each other in frequencies lower than 0.3Hz while in the lower
figure the NPC is zero. This indicates the explicit influence from
LPRM18 to 10 in frequencies up to ~1Hz. From the lower figure
strong influence from LPRM10 to 18 is also observed at ~0.5Hz.

6 Discussions

6.1 Characteristic of core local instability
Characteristics of the core local instability observed at F1 may be summarized
as follows:
• Strong distortion is observed in LPRM-DR values across the core , exhibiting

very high DR values in the left quadrant and decreasing tendency towards
the right side,

• Local DR, i.e. LPRM-DR in the unstable region overwhelms global DR
(APRM-DR),

• Stability state changed remarkably with a slight shift of operational point,
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• Sustained power oscillations occurred not only in a single fuel assembly but
in more than several assemblies.

• Strong neutron power and coolant flow oscillations took place via neutronic
and thermal-hydraulic coupling in these fuel assemblies.

It is a common experience in BWRs that under normal condition without local
instability the global DR is higher than local one. The F1 event as well as past
experiences presented in Sec. 4 indicate that the local DR in the less stable
region tends to exceed the global one. When the reactor came close to
instability, first the less stable region begins to oscillate and then gradually
unstable region expands. In the beginning the local void perturbations do not
have enough influence on the reactivity and thus on the global stability even if
the local instability has already started. At this stage the global DR tends to be
smaller than the locally maximum DR. However, a slight expansion of the
unstable region will give large influence on the global stability due to the
nonlinear characteristic of void reactivity feedback. As the consequence the
global DR observed by APRM increases suddenly by a slight change of
operational point. This is considered to be what happened in F1.

6.2 Identification of noise source
It was found that not only neutron flux but also local coolant flow signal exhibit
resonant oscillations during the local instability at F1. With the position of CF11
in mind, we can guess that the core flow oscillates in a certain area but not in a
very localised point. This appears to be roughly in the area covered by
LPRMs-10,11,17 and 18.

Noise analysis has been performed in the past for evaluating the stability of F1.
One interesting observation there was that even when the reactor was almost
unstable, the local core flow was neither correlated with the reactor power nor
accompanied by resonant oscillations [6,7]. Comparing with it, the present
result, i.e. clear resonant oscillation in the local coolant at CF11, suggests that
there should be a strong source with mutual interaction between neutron power
and coolant flow somewhere in the region pointed out in the above. This
oscillation is then propagated to the neighbouring area.

Concerning the disturbance source, it appears to lie in the vicinity of LPRM10
from the following observations:
• The DR was maximum at LPRM10 in both measurements of M1 and M2.

Next, neighboring LPRMs, i.e. LPRMs11, 17 and 18 also exhibited relatively
high DR value.

• The oscillation amplitude was much higher in LPRMsiO and 17 than other
LPRMs.

• From the phase calculation the LPRM17 exceeded all other LPRMs, which is
followed by LPRM10 with a minor difference in magnitude.
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• A clear indication as LPRM10 being the disturbance source was obtained by
the NPC analysis.

Another point to be mentioned is that the NPC analysis for M1 indicated wide
band noise excitation from LPRM18 to LPRMsiO and 11. This suggests a
possible wide band noise source in the neighborhood of LPRM18.

From these observations it can be guessed that the disturbance source lies in
the region displayed in Fig. 6.1. It should be noted that the wide band noise
source coincides with one of the control rod position (see Fig. 6.1).
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for wide band noise
upto~lHz

- 4 - control rod

Fig. 6.1 Estimated position for disturbance source.

6.3 Possible cause of local instability
In the present analysis much efforts have been concentrated on identifying the
possible cause for the core local instability as well as on localising the
disturbance source.

There are two potential causes which should be examined, i.e. operational
factor and mechanical anomaly or failure. We examine below possible causes
for the local instability at F1.
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i) Operational factor
The local instability may arise due to the combination of loaded fuels and
reactor operational state in terms of operational point in the power-flow map,
axial and radial power distributions, control rod pattern and so forth. As seen in
Fig. 5.1 the reactor operational point when the local power oscillations took
place was near the upper-left corner of the operational map. Figure 6.2
displays the mean rod power distribution in the core during the stability test,
where the bundle positions for the highest 10% power level are marked with
dark colour and those for the second highest, i.e. 10~20% power level are
marked with grey colour. We can see the high power regions in the four
quadrant corners.

Radaipcvwds&ibulkn

X) 15 2D 25 3D

Fig. 6.2 Radial distribution of mean bundle power during noise measurement
M2, exhibiting high power region in the four quadrant corners.

Axial power distribution was considerably different at different radial positions.
Figure 6.3 shows the local axial power distribution along X-axis when the core
is cut at the centre of Y-axis. A significant bottom-shifted power profile is seen
in the both edges. Shown in Fig. 6.4 is the radial power distribution at the axial
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level of bottom LPRM. Obviously the high power region forms a ring in the
circumference.

According to the prediction by the stability calculation code RAMONA the worst
stability within the operational map in the whole cycle had been expected to be
about 0.7 in the DR value [2]. Another point to be mentioned is that F1 is
loaded with fuels from different vendors. The mixed fuels in the core may affect
the stability.

With the specific power distribution as mentioned in the above in mind, we can
presume that the core had such a tendency that the stability margin was small
in the four quadrant corners. Accordingly it may be natural that the power
oscillation has initiated at one of them. Only the question is why the oscillations
started from the left corner but not others. From the present analysis so far we
have not got any direct explanation on it.

Axial power distribution

Core position along y

Axial height

Fig. 6.3 Axial power distribution along the x-axis when cutting the core
at the centre of y axis, exhibiting bottom shifted axial power
distribution at the both ends. Zero in the axial height
corresponds to the core bottom.
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Fig. 6.4 Radial power distribution at the axial level of bottom LPRM,
exhibiting high power in the rim part of the core.

At Forsmarkverket more systematic study has been made of the influential
parameters on the stability based on theoretical code, which also indicates the
less stable tendency in the rim part [2, 3].

ii) Mechanical factor
In this case mechanical failure or anomaly must be sought. One example is the
coolant flow leakage at the channel inlet to the bypass region due to its
insufficient insertion to the fixing position in the core support plate. Another is
decreased pressure drop in the channel inlet flow due to some mechanical
failure in the throttling.

During the annual outage in 1997, a thorough inspection was carried out for
selected number of fuel assemblies, where the channel inlet, throttling and
assembly's height against the core reference position were checked using a TV
camera. According to the report, there was no anomaly found in the region with
local instability only except for one fuel assembly at the position (18,3), i.e.
marked in Fig. 6.4, which was slightly lifted up with a gap size about 10mm [4].
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iii) Possible cause inferred based on noise analysis
As possible causes for the local instability at F1, we can assume the following
three hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1; operational factor as the main cause
As already mentioned the result of noise analysis suggests that there was a
resonant perturbation source in the vicinity of LPRM10. This in fact coincides
with the core region with less stability margin as discussed in Sec. 6.3-i).
Therefore there was a potential of starting power oscillation in this area. In
conclusion, the instability was induced by the combination of axial and radial
power profile and operational point in the upper-left corner of the power-flow
map. In this case the noise analysis simply indicated the most unstable point in
the core. The reason why the instability occurred only in the core left corner
has not been made clear. As the possibility non-uniform coolant flow mixing in
the plenum, core environment with mixed fuels from different vendors and their
combinations may be considered as the potential cause.

Hypothesis 2: abnormal fuel box
From the visual inspection one abnormal fuel box was detected at the position
(18,3), which was near to LPRM17. If the fuel box (18,3) had been acting as
the disturbance source, it is expected that LPRM17 should exhibit the least
stability in the DR value and the strongest nose source in the NPC function.
This hypothesis does not agree with the result of noise analysis. One
exception is the phase evaluation which indicated LPRM17 as the source.
However, the phase difference is very small between LPRMsiO and 17. In
addition with the uncertainty in the phase calculation as well as possible
feedback in mind, it is not clear for the moment if the phase value provides the
comparable information with others. There also remains the question of
accuracy of the gap size measured in the inspection as well as the amount of
water leakage. It should also be mentioned that there are some fuel
assemblies which were not subjected to the inspection. Hence the possibility of
an abnormal fuel assembly in those cannot be excluded, either.

Hypothesis 3: wide band low frequency disturbance source
Another hypothesis is that there is wide band random noise excitation in the
core left corner. This acts as the source to the neighbouring fuel assemblies.
But due to different two-phase flow condition and bundle power, the one which
is the least stable, e. g. the one with high power and less coolant flow, tends to
start oscillation and amplify only ~0.5Hz oscillation component. After that the
latter acts as the excitation source to the others. In this case the first
disturbance source and the source of instability may not be the same.

The NPC analysis in Sec. 5.3.2-iv) has pointed out rather wide band noise
source in LPRM-18 which influences on the neighbouring LPRMs. If this wide
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band noise is the first disturbance source, then the following scenario may hold:
that is, there is a wide band noise source in the vicinity of LPRM18 which
activated the surrounding fuel bundles. As the result the fuel bundle with the
least stability margin, which is near to LPRM-10, became unstable and
thereafter acted as the disturbance source. Concerning the wide band
disturbance noise, the control rod movements in the neighbourhood of LPRM18
may be considered as the source (see Fig. 6.1).

6.4 Consideration on the stability monitoring
The local instability encountered in F1 is important from the view point of
stability monitoring.

There are three types of instability which modern BWRs have experienced;
global, regional out-of-phase and local instabilities. The global instability is
easy to detect since it is enough to monitor the APRM signal. On the other
hand the latter two types are rather difficult. Especially the detection of local
instability requires the measurement of sufficient number of LPRM signals to
cover the whole core. However, in many BWRs the stability is evaluated only
by APRM and just a few LPRM signals in the measurement. This is because it
is only the global stability which is interested.

The experience gained in F1 suggests the necessity for monitoring local
stability, too. Without a stability monitor there is a high risk that one misses the
local instability even though a part of the core is subjected to large power and
coolant flow oscillations. This is clear from the measurement M2 where the
APRM signal amplitude (relative amplitude) is still at most ~2% in peak-to-peak
(P-P) whereas some LPRM signals in the core left corner exhibited large
amplitude oscillations with nearly 10% P-P value.

The stability monitor with only APRM and/or with just a few LPRMs may also
suffer from the risk for missing the local instability. Such a situation may be
encountered that there is already a core area with less stability margin while the
APRM-DR is still very low. The monitor detects the instability only when the
global stability margin has reduced apparently. From the F1 experience, the
global stability got reduced suddenly with a slight shift of the operational point if
one follows only the APRM-DR.

The local instability can be detect effectively only when monitoring sufficient
number of LPRM channels, hopefully all LPRMs, together with APRM. If the
stability margin gets reduced anywhere in the core, first it should be detected by
the increasing LPRM-DR in the corresponding position. At this stage, the local
maximum DR should be higher than the global one. If the stability margin still
reduces then the global DR also becomes high.
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In the past, very few local instability events have been reported. It appears that
this is simply because in most BWRs the stability has not been checked so
comprehensively. It is also the fact that majority of BWRs are not yet equipped
with the stability monitor and hence the risk is high to miss such an event even
if it exists.

In the last but not least, it should be emphasized that the local instability is a
type of core anomaly which should not occur regardless of the degree of its
seriousness. Different from global instability it is not assumed to happen under
any reactor operational condition. No prediction code can meet the calculation
of local stability margin with reasonable accuracy. It is significant in the sense
that such a local instability may take place depending not only on the reactor
operational state but also on actual anomaly in the core, e.g. reduced channel
inlet flow, additional local reactivity disturbance, incorrect fuel assembly loading,
etc. Therefore it is vital to detect it as early as possible so that one can take an
appropriate corrective measure to it. The on-line stability monitor with sufficient
number of LPRM signals is one effective solution to detect it.

7 Concluding Remarks
The core local instability event at F1 has been studied by applying noise
analysis to stability measurement data collected in January 1997. The result
indicated that there was a region in the left corner of the core which was
subjected to instability due to neutronic and thermal-hydraulic interactions. The
result of the noise analysis suggested two types of disturbance source; one in
the neighborhood of LPRM 10 having resonant oscillation at ~0.5Hz and
another relatively wide band noise in the neighboring of LPRM18.

Three hypothesis have been examined as the possible cause by taking into
account the observation from the visual inspection of fuel assemblies in F1 as
well as the result from noise analysis, i.e. operational factor, abnormal fuel
assembly and wide band low frequency disturbance. Among the three it is
rather likely that the operational factor played an important role as the cause.

Based on the results obtained until now, it is not possible to explain why the
instability started at the core left corner. In order to find out the real cause,
more efforts are necessary through combined study based on noise analysis
and code calculations for evaluating sensitivity of various parameters.
Concerning the noise analysis, evaluation of radial distribution of local core flow
is an interesting area, since unbalanced local coolant flow in the core could
explain the observed event. Influence of external components to the core such
as the balance of eight forced-recirculation-pumps are also important to be
checked. The third hypothesis, i.e. wide band noise generated by the control
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rod movement may be investigated further by combining the theoretical method
for source identification of vibrating components in the core [9].

In order to detect the local instability it is important to have a stability monitor
including sufficient number of LPRMs so as to cover the whole core. This is
important since local instability is a type of anomaly which should not occur
under any core condition.

A further study including the follow-up stability measurement in the new core in
1997, more detailed theoretical investigation, as well as accurate visual
examinations will help to get better understanding on the event.
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